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Asymptotic Matching Analysis of Scaling of Structural
Failure Due to Softening Hinges. I: Theory

Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE1

Abstract: Propagation of a crack from the tensile face of a beam causes postpeak softening, i.e., the bending moment de
increasing rotation of the hinge. Examples are unreinforced concrete beams and plates, foundations plinths, retaining walls, tun
or arch dams. Softening in an inelastic hinge is also caused by compression crushing of concrete. This happens in reinforce
beams that are prestressed, overreinforced, retrofitted by laminates, or subjected to a large enough axial compressive forc
typical of columns as well as frames or arches with a large enough horizontal thrust. Hinge softening may also be caused
buckling of flanges in deep thin-wall steel beams. An inevitable consequence of inelastic hinge softening in statically indet
structures requiring more than one inelastic hinge to fail is a size effect. Although finite element solutions are possible, general
formulas for the size effect in such structures do not exist, because of the complexity of response. The idea of this two-part p
exploit the technique of asymptotic matching in order to derive approximate formulas for the entire size range. Exact analytical
of the nominal strength of structure are derived for the large-size asymptotic case, for which the hinges soften one by one r
simultaneously, and for the small-size asymptotic case, for which the classical plastic limit analysis applies. Matching these a
solutions by a smooth formula then yields simple, yet general, size effect laws for the peaks and troughs of the load-deflection
through the entire size range. The size effect found is very different from the classical size effect in quasibrittle structures failin
a single dominant crack. The theory is developed in the present Part I, and analysis of its implications is relegated to Part II.
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graph by Bazˇant 2002b# attempts to determine these laws, while
separate study~Bažant and Guo 2002! deals with a similar behav-
ior in floating sea ice plates. The present paper~Part I! develops
the theory, and Part II~Bažant 2003! which follows discusses
various practical implications.

Routine though the finite element analysis of inelastic be
structures has become, this numerical approach, when applie
structures with softening hinges, does not readily furnish a c
and simple picture of various influences on the size~and shape!
effects, needed for design and structural optimization. It does
reveal simple asymptotic laws and may run into convergence
ficulties.

As known from previous studies, the analytical solution
redundant~statically indeterminate! structures in which severa
inelastic hinges are softening~e.g., Maier 1986! is quite involved
and irreducible to simple formulas. The basic idea of the pres
analysis is not to bother with exact analytical solutions for su
situations and focus instead on the asymptotic cases of very l
and very small structures, even though such asymptotic cases
be hypothetical situations far outside the practical size range

The point is that the asymptotic cases happen to be simpl
solve. In this paper@whose idea is briefly outlined in a recen
anniversary volume~Bažant 2001a,b! and is discussed in Sec. 2.
of Bažant 2002b#, an approximate solution for the entire siz
range is obtained by fitting these asymptotic solutions with
smooth formula. Such an approach is known in general
asymptotic matching. It has been widely used in fluid mechan
~e.g., Sedov 1959; Bender and Orszag 1978; Barenblatt 1
Hinch 1991! and has also been exploited to derive the size ef
law for failures due to propagation of one dominant crack~Bažant
1984, 1997, 2002b; Bazˇant and Planas 1998!.
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Introduction

The load capacity of beams, frames, and plates is generally
culated according to plastic limit analysis. This classical a
proach, however, runs into serious problems if the material in
inelastic hinge fails by fracture or by cracking damage. In th
case, the moment-rotation diagram of the inelastic hinge does
reach a horizontal yield plateau but exhibits postpeak softenin

By now it is widely accepted that, as a matter of princip
fracture or damage with postpeak softening always gives rise
~nonstatistical! size effect on the nominal strength of quasibritt
structure~Bažant 1976, 1984, 1999, 2001a,b, 2002b; Bazˇant and
Chen 1997; Bazˇant and Planas 1998!. Although the size effect on
the postpeak ductility of beam structures with softening hing
has been analyzed from the stability viewpoint~Bažant 1976;
Bažant and Cedolin 1991; Chap. 13!, the general laws of the size
effect on load capacity and the postpeak load–deflection diag
of structures failing by softening hinges still remain unsolve
This two-part study@whose summary was presented in a rece
anniversary volume~Bažant 2001a,b! and also in the mono-
OURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 641
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One well-known consequence of hinge softening in continu
beams and frames is a limitation of the capability of a statica
indeterminate structure to redistribute its internal forces prio
reaching its maximum load. This limitation is reflected in t
design code provisions for reinforced concrete. However, the
dependence of this limitation is ignored. For very small str
tures, no such limitation on plastic moment redistribution is
fact needed even if the material is brittle, while the severity of
limitation ought to increase as the structure gets larger. In o
words, the larger the structures, the smaller is the degree of
ment ~or internal force! redistribution that can be permitted. Th
present solution of the nominal strength will provide answer
this problem.

Depending on the physical source, three types of postp
softening in the moment-rotation diagram of an inelastic hin
may be distinguished:

1. One type is the softening caused by tensile fracture. Th
typical of plain concrete beams or ice plates, and inclu
the vertical bending fracture of arch dams, as well as frac
of unreinforced retaining walls, foundations plinths, and tu
nel linings. On the other hand, reinforced concrete bea
that fail by yielding of the tensile steel exhibit no postpe
softening and thus no size effect.

2. A second, very important, type of postpeak softening in
moment-rotation diagram is caused by compression frac
~Bažant and Xiang 1997; Bazˇant and Planas 1998!. This is
typical of eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete colum
failing on the compression side, as well as reinforced lo
rise arches, shells, and frames with a large horizontal thr
This second type of softening also occurs in prestressed
crete beams, and in reinforced concrete beams that are
reinforced. Although overreinforcement is prohibited by t
design codes, it is often inevitably engendered by a retr
with a laminate bonded to the tensile face. Although
softening in compression fracture is mitigated by confin
reinforcement~stirrups!, it is still significant for the normal
amounts of such reinforcement~Bažant and Caner 2001, es
timate for one type of concrete that the volume of a circu
spiral that entirely prevents postpeak softening must be
less than about 16% of the volume of column!.

3. A third type of post-peak softening in the moment-rotati
diagram may occur in steel beams, being caused by a l
nonlinear postbuckling response of compressed thin flan
~Maier and Zavelani 1970!.

The concept of compression fracture, once regarded with
picion, has by now become well established thanks to clarifica
of its various mechanisms, both microscopic~e.g., Biot 1965;
Bažant 1967; Kendall 1978; Horii and Nemat-Nasser 1985, 19
Ashby and Hallam 1986; Sammis and Ashby 1986; Shetty e
1986; Bazˇant et al. 1993! and macroscopic~Bažant and Chen
1997; Bazˇant and Xiang 1997; Bazˇant and Planas 1998; Brocc
and Bazˇant 2001!.

The study of softening in hinge regions of redundant bea
has had a long and colorful history~e.g., Barnard 1965; Rosen
blueth and Diaz de Cossio 1965; Barnard and Johnson 1966
žant 1976; Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991!. Interest in the subject wa
stimulated by the so-called Wood–Roberts paradox~Wood and
Roberts 1965; Wood 1968!—the fact that once the strain softe
ing begins in one cross section of a fixed-end beam, the adja
cross sections unload and thus cannot enter the strain-softe
regime, which seems to indicate that a finite rotation in the hi
region could never develop~this phenomenon was, of course,
642 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003
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‘‘paradox’’ only within the local theory and was removed by th
nonlocal theory, after the spurious localization of strain soften
became clarified; Bazˇant 1976!.

The aforementioned early studies suggested that the solu
are meaningful only if the hinging region is assumed to hav
certain fixed length~which was at first called the ‘‘contaminatio
length’’ or ‘‘discontinuity length’’!. This is of course equivalent to
abandoning the calculations of the hinge rotation from a soften
stress–strain diagram, and determining this rotation directly,
ther by experiment, or theoretically—by fracture mechanics
nonlocal damage mechanics. That is the reason why the mom
rotation diagram rather than the stress-strain diagram must s
as the basis of our analysis.

The behavior of structures with softening hinges and the s
effect were analyzed in Bazˇant et al. ~1987a,b!. However, the
asymptotic behavior was not addressed and analytical form
for the size effect were not obtained.

A related problem is the post-peak softening and snapbac
the axial force-displacement diagram of inelastic columns.
shown by Horne and Merchant~1965!; de Donato~1967!; and
Horne ~1971!, the geometrically nonlinear effects of buckling
large deflections can engender such axial softening even if
material is plastic-hardening~see also Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991
Sec. 8.6!. In reinforced concrete columns, in which the mater
itself is softening, the axial softening of column gets intensifi
by buckling effects. Such a softening causes in redundant tru
and frames similar size effects as those which will be dem
strated here. This interesting subject, however, is beyond
scope of this paper.

Maximum Bending Moment According
to Current Codes

The maximum bending momentM 0 that can be reached in a cros
section of a beam is controlled by either tensile or compress
failure. For a rectangular cross section failing by tension,
bending stress formula yields for the maximum bending mom
the expression

M05 1
6bD2f r (1)

in which D, b5cross section depth and width andf r5modulus of
rupture~or flexural strength! of the material. For beams so dee
that the size of the fracture process zone~FPZ! is negligible, the
value of f r is constant if strength randomness is neglected.
smaller beams, for which the FPZ size is not negligible,f r de-
pends on beam depthD.

For an overreinforced concrete beam, one may assume
equivalent rectangular stress block and a no-tension material,
use the American Concrete Institute code assumption that
compression strain magnitude at compression face at the mo
of concrete crushing is 0.003. From the strain compatibility c
dition, a formula similar to Eq.~1! ensues

M05 1
6bD2 f̄ r , f̄ r50.018Esr~12 1

2b1g!~12g!/g (2)

where f̄ r5apparent modulus of rupture for compression failu
Es5Young’s modulus of tensile steel;r5reinforcement ratio;g
5c/D5size-independent ratio in whichc5depth to neutral axis;
and b15coefficient defining the deptha5b1c of Whitney’s
equivalent rectangular stress block, as specified by the code.
value f̄ r needs to be corrected for the size effect, in view of t
size effect on compression strength documented by many au
~first reported by Gonnermann 1925; see the works cited in H
erborg 1989, 1990 and Bazˇant and Xiang 1997!.



Fig. 1. Stress redistribution in boundary layer of distributed cracking and its approximations
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the formula is correct only up to the first two terms of t
asymptotic series expansion in terms of the powers of 1/D ~Ba-
žant and Li 1995, 1996!. Therefore, any other formula that exhi
its the same first two asymptotic terms is equally justified. T
observation suggests the use of asymptotic matching, which
technique to obtain an approximate solution for problems
which the extreme situations are much easier to solve, by ‘‘in
polating’’ between the opposite extremes, corresponding he
D→0 and D→` ~Bender and Orszag 1978; Barenblatt 19
Hinch 1991!. In this spirit, we need to modify the formula suc
that the first two terms of the large-size asymptotic expan
would remain unaffected while a realistic small-size solution
matched.

Noting the binomial series expansion, one may check tha
making the replacement

~12Db /D !21'~11rD b /D !1/r (5)

where r 5any positive constant, the first two terms of t
asymptotic expansion remain unaffected while at the same
sN is positive, finite, and monotonically decreasing through
entire range ofD. This leads to the size effect expression:

sN5 f r5 f r`q~D !, q~D !5S 11
rD b

D D 1/r

(6)

wherer 5empirical positive constant andq(D)5positive dimen-
sionless decreasing function of sizeD having a finite limit for
D→`.

A more realistic starting hypothesis is to consider the bilin
stress distribution with a shifted neutral axis shown in Fig
~middle!. However, we need the resulting formula to be accu
only up to the second term in the asymptotic power series ex
sion ofsN in terms of 1/D. It so happens that, up to the first tw
asymptotic terms, the result is the same as in Eqs.~4! and ~6!
~Bažant and Li 1995!.

Alternatively, formula~6! also ensues from the asymptotic e
pansion of the energy release function of linear elastic frac
mechanics, upon assuming that an equivalent linear elastic c
at the tensile face has, at maximumM, a fixed depthDb ~see
Bažant and Li 1996; more generally Bazˇant 1998; and with sto
chastic extension Bazˇant and Nova´k 2000a,b,c!. The fracture me-
chanics approach also provides the geometry dependenceDb

and f r` .
A further generalization is provided by the formula

sN5 f r`q~D !, q~D !5S 11
rD b

D1rsDb
D 1/r

(7)

wheres5nonnegative constant. This formula is, for large siz
asymptotically equivalent to the original formula~4!, up to the
second term of expansion in 1/D. One can verify it by the fol-
Stress Redistribution Caused by Boundary Layer
of Cracking

The size effect can be defined in terms of the maximum stres
the structure only if there are no singular points for which elas
analysis gives infinite stress. Therefore, the size effect is co
monly, and more simply, defined in terms of the nominal stren
of structure, defined for example assN5P/bD, where D
5chosen characteristic size~dimension! of the structure andb the
characteristic width. According to elasticity, as well as the plas
limit analysis underlying the current design code philosop
there is no size effect, i.e.,sN is independent of structure sizeD
when geometrically similar structures are compared~e.g., Bazˇant
2002b!.

One, perhaps the easiest, way to derive the deterministic
effect formulas for the maximum bending momentM 0 is to take
into account the stress redistribution caused by distributed cra
ing in a boundary layer of cracking at the tensile face~Fig. 1 left!.
Due to the heterogeneity of the material, the thicknessDb of this
layer is finite. In view of the strain localization instability~Bažant
and Cedolin 1991, Chap. 13! and in the spirit of nonlocal damage
models,Db may be assumed to be constant, i.e., independen
cross section depthD ~this is verified by the fact that the predic
tions based on the hypothesis of constantDb agree well with
numerous test data; Bazˇant and Li 1995, 1996, Bazˇant and Planas
1998; Bazˇant and Nova´k 2000a,b,c!. The strain softening due to
distributed cracking causes approximately the bending stress
distribution with a shifted neutral axis shown in Fig. 1~middle!.
For the sake of simplicity, this distribution may be replaced by t
linear-rectangular stress distribution in Fig. 1~right!, in which the
shift of the neutral axis is neglected and the maximum str
corresponds to the stress calculated from the elastic bending s
formula at a point of distanceDb/2 from the tensile face. Thus

s̄5
M

I S D

2
2

Db

2 D (3)

whereD5beam depth;M5bending moment; andI 5centroidal
moment of inertia of cross section. Settings̄5constant5 f r` ,
and noting that the modulus of rupturef r , chosen to represent th
nominal strength (sN5 f r), is defined as the elastically calculate
maximum stress in the beam,f r5sN5MD/2I , we have

sN5 f r`S 12
Db

D D 21

~D@Db! (4)

where constantf r` has the meaning of the asymptotic nomin
strength for infinite size, which is finite.

This size effect formula yields negativesN for D!Db and
thus is meaningless for very small sizesD. In this regard it must
be realized that the assumptions made are acceptable only
large enoughD. It can be shown~Bažant and Li 1995, 1996! that
OURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 643
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lowing approximations based on the binomial power series e
pansion, which are accurate up to the second term of the exp
sion in j ~defined asj5Db /D);

f r`

sN
5S 11rsj

11r ~s11!j D 1/r

'
11sj

11~s11!j

'~11sj!@12~s11!j#

'12
Db

D
(8)

To estimates, note that, asymptotically for a vanishingD, the
softening cohesive crack is equivalent to a perfectly plastic co
sive interface~i.e., a very thin plastic layer, Bazˇant 2002b! be-
tween two elastic solids. Thus, theoretically forD→0, the modu-
lus of rupture f r should agree with the prediction of plastic
analysis in which the stress distribution is uniform, i.e., rectang
lar, throughout the whole cross section and, to balance the be
ing momentM, there is a concentrated compressive force at t
face of beam~since no limit on the compressive strength acro
the crack is implied by the cohesive crack model!. For a rectan-
gular cross section, it can be deduced from this assumption
M5 f r`bD2/2 while M5 f rbD2/6, according to the definition of
the modulus of rupturef r . Equating these two expressions, on
gets for the limit case of a plastic crack in a rectangular cro
section the ratio

lim
D→0

f r / f r`53 (9)

This limit can be used to calibrate the value ofs in Eq. ~7!.
Extrapolation of the cohesive crack model to zero size is

course fictitious. Its purpose is to enable asymptotic matching
According to computational experience with the crack ba

model as well as the studies of the existing numerous test data
the modulus of rupture~or flexural strength! of concrete~e.g.,
Bažant and Planas 1998; Bazˇant and Li 1995!, the thicknessDb of
the boundary layer of cracking appears to be about 2da , da being
the maximum aggregate size. We may assume that the pla
behavior is closely approached for beam depthD'2da , which is
just about the shallowest beam or plate that can be cast fr
concrete. ThereforeDb /D'2. Knowing thatf r / f r`53, and as-
suming thatr 51, we may solves from Eq.~7!. It so happens that
the solution iss50, which may be used as a reasonable estima

This suggests that the simpler formula~6! ought to be ad-
equate for bridging the brittle small-size asymptotics and the pl
tic small-size asymptotics. Nevertheless, formula~7! offers
greater freedom, which should allow closer adjustment to t
data of a very broad size range once they become available.

Correction Due to Weibull Probability Distribution of
Random Strength

In the case that the maximum bending moment is governed
tensile strength, its randomness can amplify the size effect on
mean nominal strength. Generalizing Weibull theory to a nonlo
form, Bažant and Nova´k ~2000a,b,c! studied this problem numeri-
cally and then derived by asymptotic analysis a simple broa
range size effect formula for the modulus of rupture. Based on
same arguments, it transpires that the probabilistic generaliza
of Eq. ~7! giving the size effect on the mean nominal streng
ought to have the form~Bažant 2001a,b!:

q~D !5F S Db

D1rsDb
D rn/m

1
rD b

D1rsDb
G1/r

(10)
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wheren5number of spatial dimensions (n51, 2, or 3!, and m
5material constant5Weibull modulus. This formula has been d
rived so as to satisfy three required asymptotic properties:
1. ForD→`, it must asymptotically approach the Weibull st

tistical size effect on the mean~or median! nominal strength,
sN}D2n/m ~see, e.g., Bazˇant and Planas 1998!;

2. for m→`, it must reduce to the deterministic formula~7!;
and

3. for D→0, it must have the same limit as the determinis
formula ~7!.

Extensive study of the data sets on the modulus of rupture~or
flexural strength! available in the literature showed that the det
ministic formulas~6! and ~7! are adequate for normal-size con
crete beams, with cross sections up to 1 or 2 m in depth. In other
words, the Weibull statistical contribution to the size effect
modulus of rupture was found significant only for deeper bea
This means that the statistical generalization Eq.~10! is unneces-
sary for most practical applications except concrete structure
thick as arch dams, and foundation plinths or retaining walls.

Softening in Inelastic Hinges

Postpeak softening of inelastic hinges in brittle beams or pla
@Fig. 2~a!# can be engendered by either tensile or compress
fracture. While the effective length of the yielding zone of plas
~non-softening! hinges is proportional to the characteristic size

Fig. 2. Softening inelastic hinge:~a! its idealized moment rotation
diagram;~b! hinge in brittle beam or plate~e.g., ice plate! failing by
tensile crack;~c! hinge in reinforced concrete beams failing by com
pression fracture band;~e! size effect on moment-rotation diagram
and ~f! unloading of partially softened hinge
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beam, which may be taken as the beam depthD, the effective
length of softening fracturing hinges@Figs. 2~b and c!# is not
proportional toD but is close to being approximately constan
fixed by the characteristic length of the material. The cause is
localization instability of strain softening~Bažant and Cedolin
1991, Chapt. 13!, and one consequence is the size effect.

Hinge softening due to a crack propagating from the tens
face@Fig. 2~b!# is exhibited by the bending of plain~unreinforced!
concrete beams. The examples, already mentioned, are a fou
tion plinth, a retaining wall, an arch dam behaving as a horizon
arch, or a tunnel lining behaving as a ring. The energy dissipa
by the crack per unit area of the cross section is the fract
energy of the material,Gf .

Hinge softening in reinforced concrete beams is caused
compression fracture~Bažant and Xiang 1997! and occurs if the
bending moment is accompanied by a sufficient axial compr
sion force, as is the case for prestressed concrete beams, for
umns with a large enough axial force, and for frames or arch
with a large enough horizontal thrust. Beams without axial for
must be designed, according to the code, as underreinforced
ensure failure by yielding of tensile steel rather than compress
crushing, and in that case the moment-rotation diagram of a hi
has a long plateau instead of softening. However, when s
beams are retrofitted with a fiber laminate bonded to the ten
face, the failure mechanism can involve compression crush
@Figs. 2~c and d!# and hinge softening may then again take plac

The compression fracture in a large enough beam consist
an inclined band of axial splitting microcracks, called the crus
ing band. Such fracture is often regarded as a shear failure
compression, even though shear slip becomes possible only
the stress in the band gets reduced much below the peak;
Bažant and Xiang 1997!. The plane of the band is typically in-
clined, by some anglefb , with respect to the orthogonal cros
section and can intersect the cross section in a line that is ver
@see the side view in Fig. 2~c! where the inclination is not seen; i
would be visible by looking from top down# or horizontal@Fig.
2~d!#. The energy,Gb , dissipated by formation of the band, pe
unit area of the cross section~unit area of the projection of the
compression fracture onto the critical cross section! plays the role
of the fracture energy of the band, considered to be a mate
constant~Bažant and Xiang 1997, Bazˇant 2002b!.

The assumption of constantGb is indicated theoretically by
studies of localization of softening damage~Bažant and Cedolin
1991, Chap. 13!. However, the existing experimental evidence
not unambiguous. Mattock~1964! and Corley ~1966! tested
beams with inelastic hinges failing by compression crushing
did not report any size effect on the apparent uniaxial stres
strain relation. Yet Hillerborg~1989, 1990!, reanalyzing Corley’s
data, concluded that they did not disprove the size effect and w
consistent with assuming the hinging region to have the len
kfD and the postpeak compressive uniaxial stress-strain diag
in this region to depend on beam depthD as e5s/E
1kf f (s)/D, whereE is the Young’s modulus of concrete,kf is a
dimensionless empirical constant, andd5 f (s) represents the
softening stress–displacement relation of a cohesive crack
known from tests of notched fracture specimens. Recently,
question was revisited by Ala et al.~1997! who did not detect in
the statistical scatter of test results any size effect; however,
range of his tests was rather limited and the largest beams
have been too small for the development of softening in the co
pression layer of beam, restrained against damage localizatio
the underlying elastic layer. By contrast, Kim et al.~1999, 2000!
found a clear size effect in their tests of geometrically simil
JO
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eccentrically compressed prismatic specimens of various si
failing by compression crushing. This is in agreement with t
size effect on postpeak softening observed by van Mier~1986! in
his tests of centrically compressed prismatic plain concrete sp
mens of various sizes~and later shown by Bazˇant ~1989! to be in
agreement with the crack band model or the series coup
model for strain localization; see also Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991,
Sec. 13.2!.

So it appears reasonable to assume that the postpeak com
sion crushing does localize into a crushing band of an appro
mately constant widthh in the axial direction~which is consistent
with the aforementioned Hillerborg formula!. Crude though this
assumption may be, the opposite assumption of a softening d
age in compression remaining distributed, with no localization
all, would definitely be wrong. Only for such an opposite assum
tion, the size effect would be altogether absent. Such an assu
tion would imply the area under the stress-strain curve, includ
its softening tail which represents the energy per unit volum
Wf , to be constant~which is known to be impossible for reason
of localization instability, Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991, Chap. 13!,
while the case of localization impliesGb , the energy per unit area
in the cross section plane, to be constant.

Size Effect on Postpeak Softening of Inelastic
Hinges

According to linear elastic fracture mechanics~LEFM!, the
moment-rotation diagram for an inelastic hinge that is soften
as a result of tensile fracture propagation is a curve descend
from infinity, as sketched in Fig. 2~a!. If the nonlinear cohesive
nature of a tensile crack, or the finite size of the FPZ of a tens
crack or a compression crushing band, is taken into account,
diagram starts its descent from a finite value,M 0 , representing
the maximum~or nominal! bending moment whose calculatio
was already discussed.

Strictly speaking, a size effect may also exist in the initiatio
of tensile or compression fracture, i.e., the flexural streng
~modulus of ruptures! may be size dependent. But this kind o
size effect would be of a different type; it would be weaker th
that shown in Fig. 2~a!, and would disappear for larger sizes. He
it will be neglected.

For the sake of simplicity, we will idealize the momen
rotation diagram as linear@triangular, Fig. 2~a!#, i.e.,

M5Rt~u f2u!5M02Rtu (11)

whereRt5M 0 /u f is minus the tangent stiffness of the hinge~rep-
resenting the slope of theM –u diagram! andu f5hinge rotation
at complete break@Fig. 2~a!#. The energyWf dissipated by a total
break of the cross section is given by the area under this diag
@Fig. 2~a!#

Wf5
1
2M0u f5M0

2/2Rt (12)

Attention will now be restricted to beams of rectangular cro
sections and to plates~although generalization to arbitrary cros
sections would not be difficult!. The energy dissipated over th
whole cross section upon reaching a complete break must
equal to

Wf5GfbD (13)

whereD5depth andb5width of a rectangular cross section~in
the case of a hinge in a plate, we consider a unit widthb51); Gf

may now be interpreted not only as the fracture energy of c
URNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 645
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crete, for the case of tensile failure, but also as the energy of
crushing band, for the case of compression fracture. To guara
energy conservation, we set both expressions forWf equal and
thus we get

u f5
2bGfD

M0
5

12Gf

f r`

q~D !

D
(14)

where f r`5 large-size asymptotic flexural strength.
To bring to light the scaling, it is helpful to introduce th

dimensionless bending moment and the dimensionless tange
softening stiffness of the softening inelastic hinge

M̄5
M

EbD2 , R̄t5
Rt

EbD2 5
M0

EbD2u f
(15)

whereE5Young’s modulus. For nonsoftening elasto–plastic m
terials, the diagram ofM̄ versusu is independent of beam dept
D, and so any change in this diagram as a function of struc
size reveals a size effect. For our softening material and fo
rectangular cross section, we find by substituting Eqs.~1! and
~14! into Eq. ~15! that the dimensionless stiffness is given byR̄t

5@bD2f r /6#/@EbD2(12Gf / f rD)#5 f r
2D/72EGf or

R̄t5D/72l f , l f5EGf / f r
2 (16)

Here l f represents an Irwin-type characteristic length of the m
terial ~e.g., Bazˇant and Planas 1998!.

As we see from Eqs.~16! and ~14!, the dimensionless soften
ing stiffness of the hinge increases in proportion to sizeD, and the
rotation at full break decreases at inverse proportion toD @Fig.
2~e!#. As the structure size approaches infinity,R̄t becomes infi-
nite ~a vertical drop!. As the structure size tends to zero,R̄t be-
comes zero~a horizontal line! and so the softening hinge becom
equivalent to a plastic hinge~in plasticity, there is no size effec
becauseR̄t5Rt50 for any size, andu f→`). The dimensionless
moment-rotation diagram is given by

M̄5M̄0~D !2uD/72l f (17)

M̄0~D !5 f r`q~D !/6E

The effect of sizeD on this diagram is shown in Fig. 2~e!. In
plasticity, this diagram is the same for allD.

Note: Instead ofM̄ and R̄t we could work with the nominal
bending momentMN5M /D2 and the nominal tangent stiffnes
RtN5Rt /bD2. This would be more in line with the entrenche
usage of nominal strengthsN instead of the dimensionles
strengths̄5sN /E. But there is no precedent for usingMN and
RtN , and for the analysis of size effect it makes no difference

Size Effects on Load Peaks and Troughs for Very
Large Structures

As already emphasized, the difficulty of the direct analytical
lution for the usual sizes for which more than one hinge sof
simultaneously will be circumvented by taking again t
asymptotic matching approach, which uses ‘‘interpolation’’ b
tween the easily soluble asymptotic behaviors for very large
very small structures. So we will now focus on the asympto
cases, even though they may usually lie far outside the size ra
of structures that are, or could be, built.

Consider a statically indeterminate~redundant! beam structure
which requiresN inelastic hinges to form in order to collaps
~e.g., four hinges in Fig. 3!. Let the inelastic hinges be numbere
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as j 51,2, . . . ,N in the sequence in which they form as the loa
point displacementw is increased. Denote asKi the stiffness as
sociated with the applied loadP if hinges j 51,2, . . . ,i 21 have
completely softened~i.e., M50 andu>u f in these hinges! and
hinges j 5 i , i 11, . . . ,N have not yet started to form~i.e., M
<M 0 and u50 in these hinges!. Obviously, K1.K2.K3.•••
.KN.0.

In the theoretical asymptotic case of a zero size (D→0), the
slope of the diagram of dimensionless momentM̄ versus rotation
u tends to horizontal. Consequently, the plastic limit analysis
which the moment-rotation diagram has a long horizontal plat
is applicable. In Fig. 2~a!, the limiting zero-size response consis
of line segments parallel to the rays of slopesKi ( i
51,2, . . . ,N) emanating from the origin~note the double dashe
marking the pairs of parallel lines!. Such a response is easy
calculate by well-known methods~e.g., Jira´sek and Bazˇant 2002!.

Let us now consider the simple~hypothetical! case in which
all the hingesj 51,2, . . . ,i 21 have softened to a zero mome
and hingei has not yet started to form. In that case, the load-p
deflectionw is decided solely byKi and the start of softening i
the next hingei is decided by a critical stresss i representing the
stress at the tensile face in the case of tensile fracture or a
compression face in the case of compression fracture; there

P5Kiw, s i5Siw (18)

whereSi5constants. Restricting again attention, for the sake
simplicity, to rectangular cross sections, one may introduce
mensionless structure stiffnessK̄ i and dimensionless critica
stressS̄i in hinge i, such that

Ki5K̄ iEb, Si5S̄iE/D (19)

whereD5characteristic size of the structure, considered as t
dimensional, andb5characteristic thickness in the third dime
sion.

Fig. 3. ~a! Frame failing by softening inelastic hinges and~b! load–
deflection diagram when one and only one hinge is softening at
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In the assumed case, for which the size may be larger than
size of any real structure, the hinges form and fully softenone by
one, i.e., no two hinges are softening at the same time. Then
load–deflection diagram must look as shown in Fig. 3~b!, where
the slope of each ray emanating from the origin isKi and the
maximum load on each ray, marked asPi ( i 51,2, . . . ,), corre-
sponds to the start of softening of the next hinge. The troughPi8
on each ray is the load at which the softening of each hinge
completed~i.e., M50 and u5u f). Since the moment-rotation
diagram of the hinges was assumed to be linear, the lo
deflection diagram fromPi to Pi8 must be a straight line.

The load peaksPi are determined from the conditions i5 f r

5modulus of rupture ~flexural strength!. Noting that s i

5PSi /Ki , we find

Pi5 f rKi /Si (20)

The corresponding nominal stresses are

sNi5Pi /bD5 f r K̄ i /S̄i5 f r`~K̄ i /S̄i !q~D ! (21)

As may have been expected, peakssNi exhibit only the size effect
of fracture initiation~Fig. 4!. This size effect is the same as th
on the modulus of rupture, and is neglected here~and in Fig. 4!.
The overall maximum strength is

sN5maxi sNi (22)

As discussed later, not only the peaks but also the troughs
important for design. To determine the troughsPi8 , consider the
area of the shaded triangle in Fig. 3~b! between the rays of slope
Ki andKi 11 ; the area is

Wi5
Pi Pi8

2 S 1

Ki 11
2

1

Ki
D (23)

Wi represents the work dissipated when hingei softens fromM 0

to 0. Since, in the simple case considered now, no other hing
assumed to be softening simultaneously with hingei, energy con-
servation requiresWi to be equal to the work dissipated by hing
i;

Wi5GfbiDi5Gfb id iD
2

with

b i5bi /D, d i5Di /D (24)

wherebi andDi5width and depth of the cross section at hingei;
and b i and d i5parameters (b i would be constant for structure
e

geometrically similar in three dimensions!. Setting this equal to
Eq. ~23!, we can solve forPi8 and obtain:

sNi8

sNi

5
Pi8

Pi

5
2EGf

sNi
2 S 1

K̄ i 11

2
1

K̄ i
D 21

1

D
5

const.

D
~ for large D !

(25)

Factor 1/D represents the large-size asymptotic size effect on
troughs~Fig. 4!. It is a very strong size effect, much stronger th
the LEFM size effect of large cracks, which is of the type 1/AD.
For small sizes, this size effect is amplified by the size dep
dence off r in Eqs.~6! or ~7!.

Fig. 5 shows a sequence of typical load–deflection diagra
for geometrically similar structures of various sizesD. These dia-
grams are plotted in dimensionless coordinatesw/D and sN /E.
To show clearly the size effect brought about byRt , the size
effect on the peaks, stemming from the size dependence of b
ing stresss5 f r at crack initiation, is omitted from these plot
@i.e., q(D)[1]. The dimensionless plots have two advantag
~1! the slopes corresponding toKi ~and also the points corre
sponding to the peaksPi) are independent of the size, and~2! the
diagrams for structures of different sizes become identical in
limiting case of an elasto–plastic material~for which the size
effect is known to be absent!. Thus, any change in these diagram
due to a change in the structure size signifies a size effect.

The scaling of the troughsPi8 , as described by Eq.~25!, indi-
cates that when the structure size increases, the response co
of narrower and narrower spikes~Fig. 5!. The descending part o
each spike in Fig. 5~e! is unstable for any type of load contro
~control of P!. After the descent switches to a line of positiv
slope, the structure develops a snapback instability, i.e., the
sponse becomes unstable for both the load control and the
URNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003 / 647
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placement control~e.g., Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991!. We could
have intuitively expected such behavior on the basis of the

that the diagram ofM̄ versusu approaches a vertical drop asD
→`.

When the structure sizeD is reduced, the line fromPi to Pi8
eventually changes its slope from negative to positive, i.e.,
load increases during hinge softening, andPi8 ceases to be a
trough andPi a peak. For a certain size reduction,Pi8 eventually
becomes coincident with the next peakPi 11 . At that moment the
simple limiting case of hinges softening one by one, which h
been considered so far, ceases to apply.

For still smaller structures sizesD, there exists, during the
loading process, a period in which two hinges, sayi and i 11,
function in the softening regime simultaneously. For reasons
bifurcation and stability of response path~Bažant and Cedolin
1991!, one hinge in that case softens further while the other m
unload @Fig. 1~f!#. Once the softening of one hinge has beco
complete~i.e., the hinge moment reduced to zero!, the other hinge
may reload and enter a period of further softening. Assuming
unloading or reloading diagram to also be linear, the lo
deflection diagram during such simultaneous rotation of t
hinges is linear, too@lines 67 and 89 in Fig. 5~b!#, but different for
each different combination of softening hinges and of their lo
ing and unloading regimes. The calculation, unfortunately,
more messy and not amenable to simple formulas. For e
smaller structure sizes, more and more hinges, or all the hinge
some loading, some unloading—are found in the softening reg
at the same time.

Imagine, for example, that at point 1 in Fig. 5~b!, hingei starts
softening while all the previously formed hinges have soften
fully ~i.e., to a zero moment!. At point 2, hingei 11 starts soft-
ening as well. For reasons of stability of response path~Bažant
and Cedolin 1991, Secs. 10.2 and 13.4!, hinge 2, only partially
softened, must start unloading@Fig. 2~f!#. At point 3, hingei 11
has softened fully and begins rotating as a real hinge (M50),
while hinge i starts reloading. At point 4, hingei has reentered
softening while hingei has increased its rotation beyondu f @Fig.
2~f!# at zero moment. At point 5, hingei has softened fully as wel
while hingei 12 has not started softening yet. In that case, a
0123450 must be equal to 2Gf /Eh, which is the same as th
combined area of triangles 0180 and 0950 which correspon
the hypothetical case that hingesi and i 11 were forced to soften
one after the other, regardless of theirM p value.

Calculation of the maximum moment in the foregoing case
not difficult conceptually but rather involved. It gets even mo
involved if hingei 12 starts softening before hingei 11 has soft-
ened fully, of if three hinges are found in the softening–unload
regime simultaneously. Obviously, simple formulas for the s
effect cannot be obtained for such situations.

Therefore, the idea of the presently proposed approximatio
to avoid the analysis such complicated situations—i.e., to skip
case of small structures in Fig. 2~b!, solve only the cases in Figs
2~a! and Figs. 2~c–f!, and use instead the asymptotic matchin
i.e., an approximate ‘‘interpolation’’ between the simp
asymptotic cases developed later.

Brittle materials such as concrete~or ice! are not the only ones
that lead to softening inelastic hinges. As shown by Maier a
Zavelani~1970!, the nonlinear geometric effect of local bucklin
of thin flanges in the plastic hinge region of large steel beams
cause sharp softening in the moment-curvature diagram. The
going analysis applies to that case. Obviously, the local buck
of flanges is much more dangerous in large steel structures th
small ones. In this connection, it deserves mention that the an
648 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JUNE 2003
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sis of instabilities in frames due to softening hinges was p
neered by Maier~1971, 1986! and Maier et al.~1973!. Maier
~1986! particularly demonstrated how the softening segmen
the load–deflection diagram of a structure of one size beco
steeper~and transits to a snapback! if a steeper descent of th
moment-rotation diagram is assumed. Although he did not dis
the size effect, in the light of formula~16! this is an analogou
phenomenon.

Asymptotically Matched Approximate Size Effect
Formula for Troughs in Entire Size Range

We face here a typical problem which is hard and messy for
intermediate size range, in which many hinges soften simu
neously, but becomes easy for the asymptotic cases of very
and very small structures. In that case, a good approximate
tion for the entire size range can simply be obtained by findin
smooth formula that has the required asymptotic properties.
philosophy of such ‘‘interpolation’’ between the opposite infiniti
in the logD scale, better regarded as ‘‘asymptotic matching,’
co-opted from fluid mechanics~Sedov 1959; Barenblatt 1979!. It
has been successfully employed for other size effect laws~Bažant
and Planas 1998; Bazˇant and Chen 1997!.

To match the large-size asymptotic size effect in Eq.~25! to
the horizontal small-size asymptote, one may introduce the
lowing simple approximate formulas for the nominal stress at
trough for all structures sizes:

sNi8 '
s0i8

11D/D0i8
or

s0i8

~11Ds/D0i8
s!1/s (26)

wheres0i8 , D0i8 , ands5positive constants.
If the structure size is large enough for the hinges to soften

by one, the hinge numberi corresponding to the overall maximu
load does not change. For smaller sizes, for which more than
hinge soften simultaneously, that hinge number may change
D and the overall maximum load cannot be correlated to
particular hinge@Figs. 5~a and b!#.

It should now be noted that the size effects laws for the pe
as well as the troughs are very different from the size effect
proposed by Bazˇant ~1984! and its various refinements~Bažant
and Chen 1997; Bazˇant and Planas 1998!. The cause of this dif-
ference is twofold:~1! A single crack, or a single softening hing
is insufficient for failure of a statically indeterminate beam
frame; and~2! when the size is changed, the crack length in
softening hinge at maximum load does not remain geometric
similar.

The present assumptions and the ensuing size effect are a
priate for slender redundant beam structures requiring more
one inelastic hinge to fail. On the other hand, the assumption
a single dominant fracture and of its approximate geometric s
larity are appropriate for statically determinate structure and
many two- and three-dimensional problems, as shown by m
types of experiments and numerical simulations~Bažant and
Planas 1998!.

The axial expansion caused by rotation of an inelastic sof
ing hinge in a beam under compression is neglected in this p
If the expansion is resisted by the structure, it may significa
influence the size effect on the nominal strength of redund
beams and frames~Bažant and Xiang 1997; Brocca and Bazˇant
2000!. The expansion produces a dome effect in vertical pene
tion through a floating sea ice plate~Bažant 2002a!.

One related type of size effect was recently brought to ligh
Jirásek~1997!. He studied the effect of the number of columns
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a horizontally loaded one-story multibay frame having fix
cross-sectional dimensions, a fixed heightH, and a fixed bay
length. For perfectly plastic hinges (u f→`), the limit load is
proportional to the number of columns. Therefore, the actual c
lapse load divided by the plastic limit load can be considered
the dimensionless nominal collapse load. For perfectly bri
hinges (u f50), the nominal collapse load is 1 for the one-b
~portal! frame with two columns; it drops down to 0.8 for th
frame with three columns and then gradually increases with
creasing number of columns. For inelastic softening hinges w
0,u f,`, as shown by Jira´sek, the dependence of the nomin
collapse load on the number of columns is between the plastic
brittle limits. Jirásek characterized this dependence by the dim
sionless ductility parameterl f /H where l f is the characteristic
length defined in Eq.~16!. The brittle limit is approached for
small values of the ductility parameter, and the plastic limit
large values~note that the opposite could be said about a ‘britt
ness parameter’ defined asH/ l f).

Closing Comment

As shown by the preceding analysis, statically indetermin
beams and frames with softening hinges exhibit deterministic
effects of a new kind, different from structures failing by on
dominant fracture. Part II~Bažant 2003! which follows will ex-
amine some implications.
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